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Abstract—We present a new method for analyzing eye diagrams
that always provides a unique solution by making use of a robust,
least-median-of-squares (LMS) location estimator. In contrast to
commonly used histogram techniques, the LMS procedure is in-
sensitive to outliers and data distributions. Our motivation for de-
veloping this algorithm is to create an independent, benchmark
method that is both amenable to a thorough uncertainty analysis
and can function as a comparison tool since no standardized in-
dustry algorithms currently exist. Utilizing this technique, we cal-
culate the fundamental parameters of an eye diagram, namely the
one and zero levels, and the time and amplitude crossings. With
these parameters determined, we can derive various performance
metrics, such as extinction ratio and root-mean-square jitter, and
perform eye-mask alignment. In addition to describing our algo-
rithm in detail, we compare results computed with this method to
those of a commercial oscilloscope, and obtain excellent agreement.
Finally, we suggest new definitions of eye height and eye width that
are more robust than those that are commonly used.

Index Terms—Extinction ratio, eye diagram, least-me-
dian-of-squares (LMS) location estimator, robust statistics.

I. INTRODUCTION

E YE diagrams are multivalued displays used for assessing
the quality of high-speed digital signals [1]. They are usu-

ally constructed by applying a data waveform to the input of a
sampling oscilloscope, and then overlapping all possible one-
zero combinations on the instrument’s display so as to span
three intervals, as shown in Fig. 1. This is accomplished by trig-
gering the oscilloscope at the data-clock frequency and setting
the display for infinite persistence, so that previous waveforms
remain on the screen while subsequent ones are added.

Eye diagram measurements have a huge economic impact
on the optical and electrical communications industries. With
cost pressures driving manufacturers to create products that just
meet specifications, the ability to make accurate and repeatable
measurements is becoming more important. Conflicts may arise
between component manufacturers and their customers when
different test equipment leads to measurement inconsistencies.
These discrepancies can be attributed to both software and hard-
ware differences. Although work is being done to address hard-
ware deficiencies [2], [3], we focus our attention on algorithmic
issues that can be implemented in software.
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Fig. 1. Eye diagram is constructed by overlapping all possible one-zero com-
binations on an instrument’s display.

Because eye diagrams are an aggregate representation of one-
zero combinations, a histogram analysis, along with an iterative
algorithm, is usually used to derive the fundamental parameters
of the eye, namely the one level, zero level, crossing times, and
crossing amplitudes [4], [5]. Using these calculated parameters,
shown in Fig. 2, we can perform eye mask alignment and com-
pute various performance metrics, such as extinction ratio, eye
height, eye width, Q factor, and jitter.

The problem with histograms is that the solutions vary with
the chosen number of bins and bin sizes, and, thus, they yield
no unique answer. Furthermore, the values of the performance
metrics differ depending upon whether the mean, mode, or me-
dian of the histogram is utilized. The IEEE Standard on Transi-
tions, Pulses, and Related Waveforms [6] recommends using the
mode or mean of a histogram, both of which depend on the dis-
tribution of the data. This is particularly important with respect
to eye patterns, where the distribution is often not symmetric.
For example, when a histogram technique was used to calcu-
late the extinction ratio from the eye diagram shown in Fig. 2,
we discovered that the computed value was almost 3 dB, or two
times, larger when using the mode as compared to the median.
Finally, a large number of measurements might be required to
obtain stable histograms.

With histogram methods being inherently sensitive to binning
and data distributions, and because oscilloscope manufacturers’
algorithms are proprietary, it is difficult if not impossible to di-
rectly compare or verify their algorithms. Thus, we propose an
alternate method for analyzing an eye diagram that 1) always
provides a unique solution, and 2) is fully disclosed in the public
literature. Specifically, we make use of a least median of squares
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Fig. 2. Fundamental properties of an eye diagram.

(LMS) location estimator [7] that seeks a “collective” mode in
the data. This method can tolerate up to 50% of contaminated
data, making it very robust against outliers. In the following sec-
tions, we describe the technique in detail, compare results com-
puted with this method to those of a commercial oscilloscope,
and suggest new definitions of eye height and eye width that
are more robust than those that are commonly used. In the Ap-
pendix, we include the code that was implemented for analyzing
eye diagrams with the LMS algorithm.

The LMS algorithm is intended primarily for determining the
fundamental parameters of an eye diagram, which can then be
used to derive various performance metrics and perform eye-
mask alignment. Although we do present a technique for calcu-
lating root-mean-square jitter, the subjects of deterministic jitter
and dual-Dirac model-fitting techniques are not explored in this
paper.

We wish to point out that the proposed algorithm is not in-
tended to replace existing histogram methods in commercial os-
cilloscopes. Rather, its purpose is twofold: 1) to serve as an in-
dependent, benchmark method that is amenable to a thorough
uncertainty analysis, and 2) to function as a comparison tool
since no standardized industry algorithms currently exist.

Note that data waveforms can take the form of return-to-zero
(RZ) and non-return-to-zero (NRZ), and can be either binary or
multilevel. In this paper, we consider NRZ, binary-level data.

II. ALGORITHM

In this section we describe our algorithm for analyzing an eye
diagram. First, we derive the fundamental parameters of the eye,
and then using these calculated parameters, we show how to cal-
culate various performance metrics, including extinction ratio,
eye height, eye width, Q factor, and jitter. Fig. 3 is a flowchart
summarizing the algorithm.

A. Calculating the Fundamental Parameters

We begin by deriving the fundamental parameters of the eye,
namely the one level, zero level, crossing times, and crossing
amplitudes.

1) Fundamental Parameters—Step 1: In order to determine
the one and zero levels, we begin by grouping the eye dia-

Fig. 3. Flowchart of the proposed algorithm for analyzing an eye diagram.

gram data based on amplitude (Y-axis) into upper and lower
halves. This is done with a K-Means algorithm for clustering
objects into groups [8]. The algorithm works by first randomly
partitioning the data into initial sets (in our case ).
Next, the mean point, or centroid, of each set is calculated. A
new partition is constructed by associating each point with the
closest centroid. Then, the centroids are recalculated for the new
clusters, and the algorithm repeats by alternating between the
previous two steps until convergence occurs, which is accom-
plished when the points no longer switch clusters, or alterna-
tively, the calculated centroids no longer change.

2) Fundamental Parameters—Step 2: Next, we determine
the upper and lower levels from the centers of their respective
shortest intervals. For the upper half, the shortest interval that
contains 50% of the data is determined. This is motivated by the
need to find a “mode” without using the histogram method. The
idea is that, instead of locating a (single-number) mode, we look
for a concentration, or a “collective” mode, in the data. We use
the “50% of the data” criterion for concentration. The midpoint
of this shortest interval, denoted by , can then be considered
as a mode estimator and is used to estimate the one level. It has
been shown [7] that the mode so obtained is also a least median
of squares (LMS) estimator for the data. Let be the
data. Then the LMS estimator for , , denoted by

, is the solution of

The LMS estimator can tolerate up to 50% of contaminated data;
making it very robust against outliers. In contrast, the arithmetic
mean , which is the solution of
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Fig. 4. Shortest intervals that contain 50% of the upper and lower halves.

cannot tolerate any outliers; a single aberrant value can cause
to give an arbitrarily bad result.

As an aside, another mode estimator based on the shortest in-
terval, called the shorth estimator [7], is the arithmetic mean of
the data in the interval. Both the LMS and the shorth estima-
tors produce practically identical results for applications in this
paper. Here, we use the LMS estimator since it is slightly easier
to calculate, although we have used the shorth estimator for a
similar topic [9].

The shortest interval is the interval that produces the smallest
of the following differences:

where , stands for the greatest integer less
than or equal to , and are the ordered
observations.

As a simple illustration, suppose and the ordered
observations are 10, 45, 50, 53, 56, 58, 60, 62, 63, 65, 75. Then

and the smallest of the differences: 58-10, 60-45, 62-50,
63-53, 65-56, 75-58, is 9, which corresponds to the interval (56,
65). The midpoint of this interval, 60.5, is the LMS estimate
for these eleven observations. If we assume the lowest-ordered
observation is an outlier and we exclude it, the LMS estimate is
still 60.5. Contrast this with other common methods. The mean
of the eleven observations is 54.3, whereas it climbs to 58.7
when the outlier is excluded. Likewise, the median is 58 for the
eleven observations, and 59 when the outlier is left out.

Similar to that of the upper half, the shortest interval that con-
tains 50% of the data is determined for the lower cluster. The
midpoint of the shortest interval, denoted by , corresponds to
the zero level. Fig. 4 illustrates the shortest intervals for both the
upper and lower halves.

3) Fundamental Parameters—Step 3: With the upper and
lower levels determined, we now focus our attention on the
crossing times. First, we remove upper and lower level data
by calculating and

. Eliminate all of the data that lie outside of the
range , as illustrated in Fig. 5.

4) Fundamental Parameters—Step 4: In order to determine
the two crossing times, we group the remaining data based on

Fig. 5. Gray points are not used in the calculation of crossing times. The ver-
tical lines are the shortest intervals that contain 50% of the left and right halves.

time (X-axis) into left and right halves using the K-means algo-
rithm.

5) Fundamental Parameters—Step 5: Next, we determine
the two crossing times from the centers of their respective
shortest intervals. For the left half, the shortest interval that
contains 50% of the data (on X-axis) is determined. This
interval is indicated by the two solid vertical lines in Fig. 5.
Once this interval is determined, compute the midpoint of the
interval. This value, denoted by , corresponds to the first
crossing time.

Likewise, the shortest interval that contains 50% of the data
is determined for the right half. It is indicated by the two dashed
vertical lines in Fig. 5. Once again, compute the midpoint .
This value corresponds to the second crossing time.

6) Fundamental Parameters—Step 6: Finally, we compute
the crossing amplitudes. Start by calculating the bit period
as follows:

Using the left half of the data that were clustered in step 4, de-
termine the first crossing amplitude by considering only those
data that lie within a small range around , such as ,
and compute the mean . This value corresponds to the first
crossing amplitude.

Likewise, using the right half of the data that were clustered
in step 4, determine the second crossing amplitude by consid-
ering only those data that lie within the range , and
compute the mean . This value corresponds to the second
crossing amplitude. Fig. 6 illustrates both crossing amplitudes.

At this point, we have determined the fundamental parame-
ters of the eye, namely the one level , zero level , crossing
times and , and crossing amplitudes and . Using
these calculated parameters, we can now perform mask tests and
compute various performance metrics.

B. Calculating Extinction Ratio

Next, we calculate the extinction ratio ER, which is defined
as the ratio of the average power used to transmit a logic level
“1” to the average power used to transmit a logic level “0” [10].
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Fig. 6. Data used to calculate crossing amplitudes. The horizontal lines are the
left and right crossing amplitudes.

First, calculate the central point of the eye diagram as fol-
lows:

Many international standards [11]–[15] specify extinction ratio
to be computed from the mean of the data located in the central
20% of the eye diagram. Thus, the time span covers .

Next, separate the data located in the central 20% of the eye
diagram into top and bottom halves. This is done by using the
value as the horizontal separator. For each cluster,
calculate the means and , and standard deviations

and . See Fig. 8 for a graphical illustration.
Finally, calculate the extinction ratio as follows:

C. Calculating RMS Jitter

Next, we calculate the root-mean-square (RMS) jitter, which
is usually defined as the standard deviation of the time data cal-
culated in a narrow window surrounding the crossing amplitude
[1], [4]. See Fig. 7 for a graphic illustration.

Using the left half of the data that was clustered in Sec-
tion II-A4, determine the RMS jitter at the first crossing
amplitude by considering only the data that lie within the range

, and compute the standard deviation .
This value corresponds to the RMS jitter at the first crossing
amplitude.

Using the right half of the data that were clustered in Sec-
tion II-A4, determine the RMS jitter at the second crossing am-
plitude by considering only the data that lie within the range

, and compute the standard deviation .
This value corresponds to the RMS jitter at the second crossing
amplitude.

Calculate the overall RMS jitter as follows:

Note that we make use of both crossing points in our determi-
nation of RMS jitter. Normally, in an eye diagram, one crossing

point should essentially be the duplicate of the other. However,
when the data are random or the pattern is long, not all combina-
tions may be present in both sides of the eye. Thus, utilizing the
two crossing points to derive the RMS jitter provides a more ro-
bust estimation. As far as we know, commercial solutions have
not yet taken advantage of this improvement.

D. Calculating Eye Height, Eye Width, and Q Factor

Three other commonly computed performance metrics are
eye height, eye width, and Q factor [1], [4]. They are commonly
defined as follows:

and

III. COMPARISONS

In this section, we compare results computed from our
method, described in the previous section, to those provided
by a commercial oscilloscope. This allows us to verify our
algorithm, and lay the foundation for suggesting further im-
provements that cannot be accomplished by use of a traditional
histogram approach. We performed our comparison on two
measurement setups, both of which used a pattern generator that
produced a pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS) at
10 Gbps and a commercial, equivalent-time sampling oscillo-
scope. This oscilloscope is specially equipped with a prescaler
to accomodate the 10 GHz trigger signal.

In the first setup, we used a distributed feedback (DFB)
laser operating at 1550 nm in conjunction with an external
Mach–Zender modulator. The digital signal from the pattern
generator was amplified prior to being fed into the modulator.
The output of the modulator was connected to the oscillo-
scope’s optical input, which included a built-in, low-pass filter
to produce a SDH/SONET reference receiver. Fig. 9 illustrates
this arrangement. Typical measurements of these waveforms
were used as the example in Figs. 2–8. To evaluate our method,
we saved 30 waveforms, each containing 4096 points, from
the oscilloscope, and used our algorithm to compute the ex-
tinction ratio, eye height, eye width, and RMS jitter. We then
repeated this 30 times and calculated the mean and standard
deviation of each of the four parameters. Likewise, we took
30 repeated readings from the oscilloscope, and performed
the same calculations. Table I summarizes the results, where
the standard deviations are in parentheses. The two algorithms
agree remarkably well, with the largest discrepancy being a
1.5% difference in extinction ratio.

In the second setup, we used a directly-modulated DFB laser
operating at 1550 nm, shown in Fig. 10. This time, the output
of the laser was directly connected to the oscilloscope’s optical
input, with the built-in, low-pass filter turned off. We did this
in order to illustrate a pathological case. Once again, we saved
30 waveforms from the oscilloscope, computed the extinction
ratio, eye height, eye width, and RMS jitter, and then compared
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Fig. 7. Data used to calculate extinction ratio. The horizontal lines are the cal-
culated values of �� and �� .

Fig. 8. Data used to calculate the RMS jitter values.

Fig. 9. Measurement setup using an external modulator.

TABLE I
COMPARISON FOR THE FIRST MEASUREMENT SETUP

Fig. 10. Measurement setup using direct modulation.

TABLE II
COMPARISON FOR THE SECOND MEASUREMENT SETUP

the mean values of the 30 repeats to those provided by the oscil-
loscope. Table II summarizes the results. In this case, the agree-
ment between the two algorithms is even better.

We also used one set of 30 waveforms from the data in the
first setup to examine the relationship between the computed
parameters and the number of waveforms used in the calcula-
tion. Using the LMS algorithm, we started with one waveform,
calculated the parameters, and repeated this process while incre-
menting the number of included waveforms until we reached a
total of 30. Since the results for all four parameters exhibited
similar behavior, we only show the extinction ratio in Fig. 11.
In contrast, the oscilloscope we used does not report an extinc-
tion ratio until at least one pixel on the display has been hit at
least 15 times. The manufacturer states that 20 or more wave-
forms may be required to achieve this density; however, with
the 4096 points per waveform that we acquired, usually only 6
or 7 waveforms were measured before the extinction ratio was
displayed. Fig. 11 shows the values of extinction ratio reported
by the oscilloscope as a function of the number of waveforms
included in the calculation. Without being able to perform a di-
rect comparison, it appears that the two algorithms converge at
similar rates.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have presented an algorithm for analyzing an
eye diagram. The algorithm relies on a robust location estima-
tion method to calculate the fundamental parameters of the eye
diagram, which does not assume a maximum level of closure.
The fundamental parameters and various parameter-derived per-
formance metrics of the eye diagram calculated by use of the
proposed algorithm are in good agreement with those obtained
from a commercial oscilloscope.
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Fig. 11. Calculated values of extinction ratio as a function of number of wave-
forms used in the calculation. The solid circles represent values calculated with
the oscilloscope algorithm, and the hollow circles represent those calculated
with the proposed LMS algorithm.

Performance metrics, such as the extinction ratio, RMS jitter,
eye height, and eye width, are obtained based on the means and
standard deviations of the data located in certain areas of the eye.
Since both the mean and standard deviation are not robust, per-
formance metrics based on them may not work well if there are
outliers in those areas. To illustrate, consider the second mea-
surement setup discussed in Section III. Fig. 12 displays the
sections of the eye that were used to calculate the extinction
ratio and eye height. The two solid lines are
and , respectively. The distance between these
two lines, 9.2 mV, is used to estimate eye height. Obviously,
this is not a good estimate; the top solid line underestimates the
“lower” limit of the upper cluster due to the presence of “ab-
normal” measurements. A more robust way for computing the
limits in this situation is to use the percentiles of the data. In
a Gaussian distribution, represents the 0.13 percentile
of the distribution. Thus, we can use the 0.13 percentile of the
data in the upper cluster as the lower limit of the cluster, which
is the top dashed line in Fig. 12. Similarly, the bottom dashed
line is the 99.87 percentile of the data in the lower cluster. The
difference between the two dashed lines, 10.2 mV, is a more rea-
sonable estimate for eye height. The same approach can also be
used in the calculation of eye width.

It is also always a good practice to routinely examine the data
used to calculate the performance metrics to make sure that no
unusual behavior goes undetected. Simple graphical tools, such
as box plot [16], can be used to obtain a quick assessment on
symmetry, concentration, and spread of the data.

Our motivation for developing this algorithm was to create an
independent, benchmark method that is both amenable to a thor-
ough uncertainty analysis [9] and can function as a comparison
tool since no standardized industry algorithms currently exist.
The main advantages of the LMS approach presented here are
that we always obtain a unique solution that is insensitive to
outliers, data distributions, and small populations. Although we
have addressed only the calculation of the parameters and per-
formance metrics of an eye diagram in this paper, we are cur-
rently investigating the computation of associated uncertainties
and plan to report our findings in a future communication.

Fig. 12. Data used to calculate eye height for the second setup. The solid lines
are mean� 3(standard deviation) of the upper and lower clusters, respectively.
The dashed lines are the 0.13 and 99.87 percentiles of the upper and lower clus-
ters, respectively.

APPENDIX

We list an R function [17], eye.pars, for obtaining funda-
mental parameters and performance metrices of an eye diagram
based on the algorithm described in this paper.

eye.pars �- function(xdat, ydat) {

# INPUT:

# xdat: vector of time data

# ydat: vector of voltage data

#

# obtain approx center of voltage data

vm �- mean(kmeans(ydat, 2)$centers)

# compute shortest interval containing

# 50% of upper half of voltage data

top.int �- shorth.int(ydat[ydat � vm])

# obtain one state

state.1 �- mean(top.int)

# compute shortest interval containing

# 50% of bottom half of voltage data

bot.int �- shorth.int(ydat[ydat � vm])

# obtain zero state state.0 �-
mean(bot.int)

# obtain amplitude between upper and

# lower states

d10 �- state.1 � state.0

# 75% threshold level

v75 �- state.1 - 0.25 * d10

# 25% threshold level

v25 �- state.0 + 0.25 * d10

# only consider following time data

# for finding time crossings

tt �- xdat[ydat � v75 & ydat � v25]

# obtain approx center of time data
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tm �- mean(kmeans(tt, 2)$centers)

# compute shortest interval containing

# 50% of left half of time data

leftx.int �- shorth.int(tt[tt � tm])

# obtain left time crossing

left.x �- mean(leftx.int)

# compute shortest interval containing

# 50% of right half of time data

rightx.int �- shorth.int(tt[tt � tm])

# obtain right time crossing

right.x �- mean(rightx.int)

# compute center of eye

t.center �- (left.x + right.x)/2

# form central 20% of the eye diagram

t.dist �- right.x � left.x

t.span0 �- t.center - 0.1 * t.dist

t.span1 �- t.center + 0.1 * t.dist

# within center 20% of eye diagram

# separate voltage data into top and

# base clusters

y.center �- (state.1 + state.0)/2

# obtain top cluster

ycluster.1 �- ydat[ydat � y.center &
(t.span0 � xdat & xdat � t.span1)]

# obtain base cluster

ycluster.0 �- ydat[ydat � y.center &
(t.span0 � xdat & xdat � t.span1)]

# for each cluster, calculate mean and

# standard deviation

vtop.mean �- mean(ycluster.1)

vbase.mean �- mean(ycluster.0)

vtop.sd �- sqrt(var(ycluster.1))

vbase.sd �- sqrt(var(ycluster.0))

# obtain extinction ratio

er �- vtop.mean/vbase.mean

er �- 10 * log10(er)

# obtain eye height

eye.h �- vtop.mean - 3 * vtop.sd -
vbase.mean - 3 * vbase.sd

# compute amplitude values

# corresponding to time crossings

tll �- left.x - 0.01 * t.dist

thh �- left.x + 0.01 * t.dist

amp.dat �- ydat[(ydat � v75 & ydat � v25)
& (tll � xdat & xdat � thh)]

# obtain left crossing amplitude

ampx.1 �- mean(amp.dat)

tll �- right.x - 0.01 * t.dist

thh �- right.x + 0.01 * t.dist

amp.dat �- ydat[(ydat � v75 & ydat � v25)
& (tll � xdat & xdat � thh)]

# obtain right crossing amplitude

ampx.2 �- mean(amp.dat)

# compute RMS jitters

tll �- left.x - 0.25 * t.dist

thh �- left.x + 0.25 * t.dist

tj �- xdat[(ampx.1 - 0.01 * d10 � ydat &
ydat � ampx.1 + 0.01 * d10) & (tll � xdat
& xdat � thh)]

# obtain jitter at left crossing

# amplitude

jitter1 �- sqrt(var(tj))

tll �- right.x - 0.25 * t.dist

thh �- right.x + 0.25 * t.dist

tj �- xdat[(ampx.2 - 0.01 * d10 � ydat &
ydat � ampx.2 + 0.01 * d10) & (tll � xdat
& xdat � thh)]

# obtain jitter at right crossing

# amplitude

jitter2 �- sqrt(var(tj))

# obtain average RMS jitter

jitter �- (jitter1 + jitter2)/2

# obtain eye width eye.w �- right.x - 3 *
jitter2 - left.x - 3 * jitter1

# output includes

# zero state

# one state

# left time crossing

# right time crossing

# extinction ratio

# RMS jitter

# eye height

# eye width

list(state.0 � state.0,

state.1 � state.1,

left.xing � left.x,

right.xing � right.x,

extinction.ratio � er,

jitter � jitter,

eye.height � eye.h,

eye.width � eye.w)

}

#

shorth.int �- function(x) {

# evaluate shortest interval that
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# contains 50% of x

#

nx �- length(x)

if (nx � 2) shi �- c(x, x)

else {

nlag �- nx %/% 2

y �- sort(x)

nz �- nx - nlag

z �- diff(y, lag � nlag)

nn �- (1:nz) [z� min(z)]

ii �- nn

if (length(nn) � 1) ii �- nn[1]

shi �- c(y[ii], y[ii � nlag])

}

shi

}

To obtain the results for one of the data sets corresponding to
the first setup discussed previously, we first read the data using
the following commands:

> setup1 �- scan(“setup102.dat”, list (� � �,
� � �), sep�”,”)

> setup1$x �- setup1$x � 10^9

The first command reads the file setup102.dat that con-
sists of two columns of data separated by a comma. The columns
are time (s) and voltage (V) measurements. The second com-
mand converts the unit of time from second to nanosecond. We
then invoke the function to obtain the fundamental parameters
and performance metrics of this example:

> eye.pars(setup1$x, setup1$y)

$state.0

[1] 7.2326e-05

$state.1

[1] 0.00138755

$left.xing

[1] 24.11311

$right.xing

[1] 24.21440

$extinction.ratio

[1] 12.22527

$jitter

[1] 0.003533722

$eye.height

[1] 0.001044979

$eye.width

[1] 0.08009017

This code is available in electronic form at http://www.
boulder.nist.gov/div815/HSM_Project/.
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